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FIRST PLACE AWARD FOR POETRY

Nativity

I

(In this crystalized chaos, humanness
is not, nor ever was; here neon dreams
magnify darkness; wind weary streets now
into stone cold snows, furnace ashes: cold
rebounds, reflects tinsel windows, ernpry.}
A singing star raises icy chorus:
You, stiff with cold indifference, fear not
warmth.

Humanness

is, not in pieces as you

imagine it, but whole. I inspire it.
I call you human, by calling this boy
divine:

the seasons are mine. He is born.

In your back alleys, spring Flowers bloom.
The birth of life un-numbs your frozen feet: Run.
George Chien

SECOND PLACE AWARD FOR POETRY

A.T. Achesca
A T. Acheson lives In a dream.
All the troubles of l.Ie to him seem washed away
While he stays
Upstream

Of

II

all the best is when day breaks

Seagulls cry to the: wind.

HIS

mind aches with laughter

He later
Forsakes
Deep depression he never has known
He's a Jester who sits

by

the throne trying to please

The king. He's
Alone
But not only In need of no peer
None to love nor to hold nor call dear does he need
He's been freed
Of fear

By refusing to

or emotion

live in the tide

from

which

no one can hide be has won.

A. T. Acheson
Died.
Jim Blasick
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THIRD PLACE AWARD FOR POETRY

Rdlcctions

on Existancc

Black, black the vast tunnel The rushing winds bear me away.
Terrifying. exhilirating, perfect well-being
And Everlasting Light shining ahead.
Back, back to an infant's strong cry
"I am here, I am here" - life flows all around;

Sounds, 0 the sounds; blast and bang
And howling banshees: lulla-lulla by;
Fire glowing, swirling, assuring nearby;
Warmth, 0 the warmth
While warm sustenance flows,

Soft draperies enfold.
Wonderful movement, fingers, hands, feet, head

Curling caressing, hurting, stretching
With muscles, sinew and will
Up, Up toward the blue;
Runs through the fields, curls spun awry,
Toes touching earth (wild violets around)
Exhaustion and sleep, 0 perfect sleep,
Phantasy world and dreams nearly real;
Sublime union, 0 sacred ecstasy.
Symbols, colors, and cathedral-like feelings Deep, deep depression
When a gulf intervenes;

People, the people, timid, rambunctious,
Visionary, bestial - Ah! tenderness;
The people and I, looking, repelling,
Relating; a mass effort in living;
Circles widening, hands touching, minds converging;
Glorious union, two into one,
Miraculous, fathomless, no more ever the same;

The spark of newness, the depths of life's joys;
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Struggle, struggle, the excitement of deeds,
Growing In strength, maturtty swelling,
Challenges threatening, attracting,
Utmost effort, rest after strife;
Tears, tears for loss and despair
(DISUse and death had stared and stayed)
How heavy the stone of grief
There In my breast evermore:
Up, though. up and away; rhe height of the peaks
Now calls me again;
For learmng eojlames and brings new life,
Glorious music, true thoughts waken and hold;
And friends, beloved family
Understanding, undergirding, but balancing all
Shming laughter. quick wit and mirth
Sweeten the day and brighten the dark.
Still th endless tunnel, not near, but there,
Slowly begins opening as the Light shines through.
Georgia Cox
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HONORABLE MENTION

Sonnet

Rise, amid

the rain, beloved friend

among the damp-cut, deep and dewy grass

and lightly, girl, our liquid lips we'll blend,
OUf

pearly fingers touch. This rain may pass

but you and I will run (still fresh, still wet)
from leafy fields, to drench our heads with thanks,
to play in puddles, splash in streams, to net

our rose-gilled fish from rivers' green-weed banks.
o love, embrace my sleek and slippery sides.
now over me with oceans' salts and sprays;
we'll dance like moons through white-cap rhyming tides

(like beating hearts, the circling blood of time.)
This rain may pass, but you and I still run
through liquid fire, through diamond dew, through sun,
George Chien
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HONORABLE MENTION

John.th.n Ashton
Johnathan

Ashton's

a soft-spoken

man.

He lets sleeping dogs lie and loves life while he can
('while

he can' means that he,

Just as you or like me, must die).
He lets sleeping dogs lie undisturbed,
Watches people cast anchor too soon in the turbid
Grey water of hope;

And he knows the full scope of man
(Or of men, for exceptions exist)~That when drowned by their anchor, men may not be missed
By their brothers or wives.
For the loss of those lives, John cries
Deep inside, just as you would or I;
And he can't understand those whose souls' cheeks stay dry.
Is it that they don't care,
Or are they unaware that love
Goes beyond the most physical sense
Of the word? Long ago he tore down the fast fence
Round his soul-unprotected

He lives in this hectic world.
He's a soft-spoken man of the world.
"I want words to be tossed," be says, "rather

than hurled.

For when hurled they may strike
And cause pain, or pass wide the mark

That the hurler intended. When tossed
There's more chance they'll
Or mistaken for fists-

be

caught-be

less easily lost

Much less chance they'll be twisted by
An unjustified

speed."

He says, "Words

Should be gently impressed as the songs of the birds."
Now I've drawn

near the heart

Of this johnathan Ashton,
And I wish to digress for a moment or two
From my rhyme scheme and subject,
And reflect 'way back to

Those sleeping dogs lying.
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I SEE YOU THERE,
AND HAVE SEEN YOU SO LONG THAT I (NOT YOU) TEND TO
FORGET WHENCE YOU CAME.
FROM A WORLD OF SURVIVAL,
FROM A WORLD OF CONTEMPT,
FROM THE AGES THAT MADE YOU, YOU, YOU'RE BUT ONE STEP
REMOVED.
YOU'VE LEARNED TO ASK OUT WHEN YOU NEED,
AND TO WEAR COLLAR AND TIE THAT YOU MIGHT BE LED
(YOU'VE GRASPED THE SOCIAL GRACES WHICH ALLOW YOU
TO SLIDE BY).
BUT, JUST ONE STEP REMOVED-FROM THE HUNT,
FROM THE RACE ON YOUR TOES,
FROM SLEEPING WITH ONE EYE AT A TIME-THERE ARE THOSE YOU DON'T FOOL, THOUGH THEY ARE
VERY FEW.
THOSE YOU DO (THE FOOLS, THE FOOLED) LET YOU LIE
WHILE YOU SLEEP,
WHILE YOU WAKE,
WHILE YOU ROAM OR RETURN,
THOUGH WHAT YOU DESERVE FOR YOUR LIES
TO CHEAT AND CONNIVE WOULD BE THE OCCUPATION
YOU'D FOLLOW
WERE YOU NOT TAKEN IN;
AND WHO WOULD SAY YOU DON'T MAINTAIN YOUR OLD
HABITS,
BUT IN A SUBTLER WAYI
THAT WE ARE TAKEN IN BY YOU WOULD BE HARD TO DENY-YOU LOVE US, YOU NEED US, YOUR PLEASURE COMES
FROM US-AND YOU LIE'
After this moment of thought I now see,
In John Ashton a side not seen previously;
His compassion and tears,

Though they early seemed clearly of
Noblest source, now seem base and untrue.
With the dogs now revealed, I have altered my view-
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For If they can decieve.
Might 11 not be believed that John.
When he cries for lost lives. wants to Iooi
Those who see him act thus? Does he make them his tool
With hi, soft spoken words.
Have them act at his urging phrase?
When he tosses his words is it so
We can catch them, hold rhem, or receive their full blow?
Do his livelier live ways
Round our eyes draw a haze that we
Will not Judge him?
johnathan Ashton's a hard-hearted man.
He lets sleeping dogs lie and lives life while he can
('while he can' means that he,
Just as you or like me, rnust die).
Jim Blasick
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I have attempted

to imitate

the style of Robert

Frost metrically and/or thematically in three
of his poems, including "Fire and Ice,"
"Choose Something Like a Star," and "Nothing
Gold can Stay." My versions of these poems are
entitled, respectively, "Flood and Apathy," "Choose
Somthing Like a Tree," and "Nothing Sad Can
Last." I hope that the effect achieved in my
FMJemswill be reminiscent of the effect created
by Frost in his poems.

FIRE AND ICE
Some
Some
From
I hold

say the world will end in fire,
say in ice.
what I've tasted of desire
with those who favor fire.

But if it had to perish twice,
I think I know enough of hate
To say that for destruction
Is also great
And would suffice.

ice

Robert

Frost

Flood and Apathy
Some say Lambuth will end in flood,
Some in apathy.
From what I've known of squishy mud,
I hold with those who favor flood.
But it is no catastrophe
That if tradition bas it SO,
To terminate in apathy
is not so low
And would suit me.
Dawn Phillips
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Choose Something Like A Star

o

Star (the fairest one in sight),
We grant your loftiness the right
To some obscuri ty of cloud ~
It will not do to say of night,
Since dark is what brings out yOUT light.
Some mystery becomes the proud.
But [0 be wholly taciturn
In your reserve is not allowed.
Say something to us we can learn
By heart and when alone repeat.
Say something! And it says "I burn."
But say with what degree of heat.
Talk Fahrenheit. talk Centigrade.
Use language we can comprehend
Tell us what elements you blend.

It gives us strangely

little aid,
But does tell something in the end.
And steadfast as Keats' Eremite,
Not even stooping from its sphere,
It asks of us a certain height,
So when at times the mob is swayed
To carry praise of blame too far,
We may choose something like a star
To stay our minds on and be staid.

Robert Frost
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Choose

Somthing

Like AT ree

a tree

(the strongest one of all)
We marvel at your branches tall

Through myriads of amber leaves It always hurts to speak of fall
Since it foreshadows winter's maul.
Some season changes brown to bare.
Winter is often known to bring

A sparkling white yet sullen shroud.
Say something that we now can sing
And firmly hold in later years.

Say something! It says, "Hope of spring."
But what of winter pain and fears?
Talk barren branches, killing frost.
Use words that we can understand.
Tell us what winter does demand.
It gives us little solace here
To think that Nature can command.

Surely a leaf will sprout again
Despite the icy plague of death.
It offers a refreshing breath
To those who see past season's span.
So when at times the crowd is bound
To not believe or not to see ~
We may choose something like a tree
To calm our spirits and be sound.
Dawn Phillips

Nothing

Gold

Can Stay

Nature's first green is gold,
Her hardest hue to hold.
Her early leaf's a flower;

But

only so an hour.

Then leaf subsides to leaf.
So Eden sank to grief,
So dawn goes down to day.
Nothing gold can stay.
Robert Frost

II

Nothiog

Sad Cao

Last

Man's first tear IS alone
Into lIfe he IS thrown
HIS soul has been spotted.
HIS time to be plotted,
Then came to the low earth.
Man's own reason for burh.
As time can heal the past
Nothing

Sad Can Last.
Dawn Phillips

Nativity

II

Into the dawn we return to follow the sheep
over the brown folded hills.
(Into the dream we descend to live out our lives
amid half-conceived longings.)
Our of the dust rises yet another burned out sun
and the angel's song rings hollow,
the promise falls Oat,
the dance of joy and hesreric fit.
Into the world we rerum to follow our hopes

into the abyss of the dawn.
George
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Chien

My Welsh heroe. how many dragons did
you slay today?

Did their blood flow down the snow-covered
mountain,
land?

river of red desecrating

the

Out of the night you descended upon the demons'
castles.
Nobles they call themselves but they are not noble.
Your arrows shot over castle walls, killing
the enemy.
And your sword, enchanted by the wizard
Merlin, has it betrayed you or remained
true?
My dear Welsh herae, with dark brown eyes
that pierce like thorns, with soft black hair
like a demon's soul, with skin untainted like
mountain snow,
Must I suffer like Elaine, the Lady of Shallot,

wi thout knowing the pleasure of your kiss,
the warmth of your embrace?

Whose scarf will you wear when the banner
of the Pendragon

rises against the invaders?

My Welsh heroe, how long will you wait
at Mount Snowdon?

The dragons abound on the seas, along the
Severn, and deep within your own land.
How long can you withstand the fury of their attack?
All of Wales cries to you to repel the
shadow that is thickening over the land.
Can you honor your courage, your virtue triumph?
Christine

Goodwin

Up goes the rising sun
As it pours streams of honey
from it's open pores.
Waves of smoldering heat rise.
from the desert floor
Causing

the Buffalo grass to cry out in agony.
Steve Hadfield
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SoDDU

I

Before I was, she wrought a wee, wire bed
To fit the rail, and cling, secure, all night
To her own bed (a haven then for head)
So cries were heard, warm hands could set all right;
From infant walls and childish tantrums, breaks,
A hand, not seen sometimes, would lift, repair;
Teh budding branch, blown up and down, that takes
The fury, calm and storm with love to share;
.
Oblivious, then, of steady gait, strong will
Surrounding, moulding spirit, teaching life,
l grew mature, with unawareness, still,
Of stature such as hers, unmarred

by

strife.

How glad I am I reached to her a hand
If only once; now waits the running sand.
Georgia

Cox

Self-Torture
When thoughts are too intense
And the fire within you burns
Let waters quench the flames-'
Stir lessons to be learned.
When smallest embers grow,
Becoming largest flames
Inside my soul on fire.
Then I'm the one to blame.
For water is within,
On purpose vents are closed.
So fire bums on and on-Self-torture,

I suppose.

Kathy Parker
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P.S.
If

apart is

A schism
That breaks
The apparent,

Assume tha t the
Carefully
Hidden
Things
Have

In
Some way been
Withered

to the root;

Injured by
The violence of a

Heedless wrong,
Lying helpless in the intoxication
Of a perfidious
Venom, bitter-sweet

instructor,

Emotion.

James N. Reiff

Listen for truth and you may not be satisfied.
Seashell's surf roars in but yet there's no water there.
Ears may deceive you, but Nature has never lied;
Censor your senses, abort the aware
F rom the peak of desire and the chasm of care
For one flood is the ocean,
The other is air.

Haiku:
Roses bloom and die The trellis stands as always
Tombstone to beauty.

James N. Reiff
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There is a path that leads to somewhere
In some woods that I know
Where a small creek rises
And the stream is still and slow.
These woods they seem so silent

Before they fill the dawn
It's nature's brand new morning
But and old familiar song.

Looking through some thick brush
A sparkle of the sun suddenly appears
Forming a picture of perfect ecstasy
That stays in my mind so clear.
There is an old and rustic wooden

bridge

Upon this path I know
Made of the strongest oak planks
From a special place I know.
Other paths lead to somewhere
But the one I love so well
Has no end and no beginning
Just the beauty where a man can dwell.

Just the trees and the wildlife
It puts gladness in my heart
And they seem to satisfy my pathway
And give me a brand new start.
Soon I go to

meet the [reetime

And with carefree feet

r

tread

On the path that leads to somewhere
And the blue skies are overhead.
There are roads that lead to nowhere

That echo with hurrying feet
Of the struggling

and the striving

That miss this path so sweet.

It fills my dream; it bids me linger
It's a feeling that makes me whole
On my path that leads to somewhere
I have so often found my soul.

Kirk Smith
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Anagram
Towering,

primevial

VII

cousins

Reside with us, drawing their life from the
Earth Epitaphs

living in mortal divide,

but doomed by inanimate birth,

Self-sufficient,

James N. Reiff

Hop<

I searched each day to find
Love and peace of mind
Someone to share my thoughts

And feelings I believed were lost.
My faith was crushed
In man, and brushed

Aside my hopes and dreams.
Futile my whole life seemed.
Amidst the haunting dark
Yet glowed a tiny spark.
Warming my heart,
Giving to me a new start,

Alone, happy and still
I, no longer will
Search for love in others
In myself first find love.
To love myself, then another.
Sheila Barnett

A glimpse of blinding light
Stirs movement

Momentarily

within.

flashing fire

Before its rays diffuse into reality.
As leaves lightly lie our dreams hover
Conquered

by

Ever returning

the elements.
each spring anew.
Sheila Bamett
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Love is but a fantasy

Of childish song and dance.
We're but playtime marionettes
Pulling heart strings for romance.

Playing and Laughing,
Making Merry Jubilee.
Blindly living happily As those Around us flee.
Taking love for granted
As we do the passing day.
Aut as our bonds fall rusting
we learn the price we pay.
slow down
weary traveler.
slow down your heart, your mind.
Then stop your feet
Turn your head

And see what's
And if what you left

left behind.

Is wha t you love,

then break those strings that bind you down.
Then drop your clothes of silken spun
And don my woolen gown.
Steve Hadfield

Grey, with brillance around.

The cool steel in my hand.
I yearn for this release,
Final release.
Not today, persevere
For just a while more

fu the clock in my head
Keeps resetting that fatal alarm.
Avoiding pain with this final pain
My emotions surge and vent
Only to reside and reset the alarm.

Oh, for just once to follow the plan,
For that alarm to ring on time

Would end the brillance around
And be on time with what
And out of character.
Wayne O. Warren
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FIRST PLACE AWARD FOR NON-POETRY

Snowblind
John Chambers shifted in his seat and rested his head on the ling, tinted
glas5 window as he tried to get some sleep. It had been a long, wearying journey,
occupied by inevitable fits of discomfort, both physical and nervous, aggravated
by blinding, slowing snow and the occasional harsh, distorted reflections of the
lights of fellow travellers. He didn't mind the brief flashes of headlights so much
as they passed the lumberi n9 bus. They were soon diminished to a fading trail of
red beacons. imbued in the black expanse in front of the moving microcosm.
Beckoning after in their haste to go before, they marked the perilous, ice-strewn
road into oblivion.
"Funny," thought John, "If the sun was out I probably would have lost sight
of them a long time ago. The darkness points them out. If it weren't for the glare
of these on-coming cars I could see them for miles, but these headlights make
me want to shut my eyes. They're so bright, they blind me."
Coming up on the tail end of the bus, Terry fumbled with the dashboard
controls of the stolen Dodge Challenger in an attempt to turn up the stereo.
Frustrated, he looked down at the dash and discovered the volume knob in the
ash tray. When he finally returned it to its spindle and looked back up it was too
late to avoid sideswiping the bus in front of him. Barelyholding the speeding car
on the fine line between control and disaster, he eventually straightened her up
and put the accellerator to the floor, hoping that the bus driver would be too
occupied with his own charge to identify the car later, "Damn," Terry muttered
after cursing the bus and everything on it. "I must be getting sleepy, Two more
dexidrene will take care of that, "
John's tiring intellect was suddenly wrenched from its wandering, diverted
by a sudden, screeching clamor as the bus jerked unwillingly to one side, Before
the young man could turn to greet this unheralded, violent influence, the tail
lights of a speeding vehicle appeared. Writhing violently in its wayward path, the
car struck the bus again, turning it aside once more and out of the way, as it
angrily illuminated
the entire scene with a flash of lurid, red tail lights.
Regaining its direction and redoubling its speed, the hurried miscreant flung
itself down the road, winking, it would seem at the mischief it had caused until
the glow of its single remaining tail light disappeared. As the bus driver stopped
to check the damage, the youth furiously flung his curses after the long-gone
cause of the mishap. "Goddamn fool!" he muttered as he made his way up the
bus aisle. "Aren't you going to do anything about that crazy son-et-a-bitch?" He
asked the driver as he climbed back aboard. "There ain't much I can do," replied
the old man. "I couldn't get a 'make' on the car, as fast as he was moving. My
responsibility's
to tend to my own, and I figure he'll get his."
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=

As the Challenger sped away from its waylaid victim. Terry cursed
everything, from the knob on the stereo to the ice on the road. Even with the
dexidrene. the long drive and the hour were starting to get to him. In his
aggravated nervous state, his thoughts were more aggressive than his body. Not
concentrating on much more than keeping the speeding vehicle between the
ditches. he fantasized about the forceful things he was going to say to his
brother when they met. The thought of their last conversation set his teeth on
edge, and he mimiced, "Be on time, now ...Make sure you're fight on time. 11
wouldn't do to have either one of us sit around for too long, too suspicious."
"I ought to climb allover your case and smack you off your high horse ..
Shitl For all your dope and the profits you turn off of the heroin I run for you, you
could at least put anti-freeze in your own car. But no ... You can't even take care
of your 'pride and joy', much less drive it, so Terry gets stuck with finding the
wheels ... Now who looks suspicious?" Terry saw red at the thought of his
brother, and the night whirled on past him.
The battered old Chevrolet that John and Teresa Livingstone occupied wove
down the highway, darting and dashing between the center lines like the shuttle
of a maladjusted loom. They had seen the New Year in four states: New York,
New Jersey, drunk and sober. They had no idea that their path would introduce
them to a fifth and final state.
"Oonrp."
hardly see.

ejaculated

John, opening

his mouth

so widely

that he could

"Wasshoutl" shouted Teresa. "You're gonna hit that bridgel" John jerked
the wheel violently to the left to avoid the steel railing, sending the car into a
slow spin. Missing the rail entirely, they stopped spinning and came to rest
almost three-quarters of the way across, unharmed. "If you can't do any better
than that, I'll drive." proclaimed Teresa, throwing the car into Park and pulling
her husband to the passenger side. "Shiit." said John as he lay across the seat.
Snoring immediately followed his curse. Teresa laboriously moved him to the
other side of the car and began to take the wheel. As she started to right the car
on the bridge, the full meaning of their situation was suddenly illuminated for
her.
"Two miles and cussrn'." said Terry. The town that hewas approaching was
so small that it hardly deserved the name, but it remained so desolate most of the
time that it was a perfect rendezvous and drop-spot for large quantities of drugs.
It wasn't hard to buy one cop, and the sheriff loved their visits, as long as they
brought a thousand-dollar calling card. He had even requesitioned
sugar for
them at the single grocery, and billed it to the county, no less.
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The wash-board landscrape was monotonous, but Terry knew by instinct
that he was nearing the top of the last climb he would make for a long time.
Topping the hill. he spotted the river and grinned. "Less than a mile, and all
down hill," he thought. "Then John finds out just what kind of business he
runs." Punching the accellerator for emphasis, Terry set his course for the
middle of the bridge. but his lights had picked out a dim obstacle. The lights of the
Chevy flashed on as Teresa tried to warn the oncomer. but the spin had
disoriented her. and her headlights only served to blind Terry, who locked his
brakes, sending the Challenger sideways. Ice, snow, slush and sparks flew in
the wake of that vehicle as he fought to outmaneuver the fourth horse of the
Apocalypse, but collision was inevitable. Teresa wasted her last breaths
screaming, Terry absorbed the shock of the steering column as the Dodge
plunged through the side rail, and John remained oblivious to his part in Death.
John wobbled back to his seat as the bus lurched into gear and back on to
the highway. He satisfied his anger by entertaining delusions of what he would
have done if he had been in charge. smirking at the inferiority of the real bus
driver and wallowing in his vigilante imagination. Within a mile ofthecity limits,
He spotted the flashing blue lights of a highway patrol car and smirked. As he
neared the scene, his glib satisfaction cooled and an appalling apprehension
rose in its place. The bridge in front of him was littered with wreckage, and
several cars waited on the other side as a highway patrolman directed the bus
across. At first, only the faintest perceptible gleam caught John's eye. It was an
unnatural finish for the weathered steel of a side railing, a gleam that grew
progressively wider as the bus advanced until the rail itself bent outward and
down towards the opposite embankment. All that could be seen there to mar the
pure whiteness of the snow was a lonely state trooper, plying his shovel to the
drift, eventually revealing the eerie, then angry red glow of a single light from
beneath the mass of the slide; a glow that was swiftly recaptured by its snowy,
crystalline prison.
John tried to avert his glance from the wreckage below as the bus inched
along the treacherous bridge. Nearing the other side, he could not bear to look
forward any longer. His second look revealed the frustrated trooper as he thrust
his shovel back into the drift and turned his back on the makeshift marker,
trudging up the embankment to wait for some more powerful machinery that
would remedy the mess.
The last mile was a long one, and as the dim lights of the tiny station
illuminated the bus, a weary night sojourner gazed out of the bus window at a
town that was somehow strange and smaller than recollection allowed, for he
realized that he saw no familiar face, and nofamiliarface could see him. He was
late, and alone, and without even remorse to comfort him.
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For Blackford

Mines

A Short Story
Jonathon was already awake when the alarm clock went off. His dark eyes
were staring at the ceiling over his head. He sat upright in the bed and reached
over with one of his massive arms and stopped the alarm from screeching. His
eyes focused on the blank wall ahead. The wall was like every other wall in his
three room house. They were all painted a light brown and the plaster was
cracked in several places. Jonathon did not seem to mind. On none of the walls
was there any sign that this house was his home. There were no pictures as
there were in his neighbor's houses.
Without a sound, he stood and slowly walked to the bathroom that was
adjacent to the bedroom. He went over to the sink and began to splash cold water
on his face. Although he still had an outdoor toilet, his community was one of the
few in Clay County, Kentucky to have indoor plumbing. In front of him there was
no mirror, ontyanother blank wall staring at him. He took a moment to stare back
while he stood there totally naked. Jonathon was a big man. It seemed almost
impossible for him to be in his late fifties. He was likea never-aging movie actor.
He stood over six feet tall and was very muscular. He turned his back on the
bathroom and walked back into the bedroom.
The bedroom was scantily furnished
with only a bed with a feather
mattress, a crudely built night table, and a broken down bureau. The floor was
constructed of wooden planks that had been varnished without any apparent
care. Over the years, however, the varnish had begun to wear off. Anyone but
Jonathon would have to worry about splinters. Jonathon seemed immune to
them. The windows were covered with dingy white sheets he had obtained at
the dollar store in Manchester. Jonathon neven looked out the windows.
He walked to the bureau and took out a pair of shorts. He slipped them over
his hips where they rested. From the same drawer he pulled out a t-shirt and
slipped it over his head, his pectoral muscles stretching it tight across his upper
back and in his arm pits. He closed the top drawer and opened the second drawer
to get a pair of denim jeans and an old work shirt.
When
he had finished
dressing,
he walked
through
the living
room/den/parlor
and into the kitchen and over to the dirty white refrigerator. He
took out four eggs and as many slices of bacon. Noticing that he would have to
stop at Kelsey's grocery store on his way home from the mine. he closed the
door. He walked over to the oven, pulled out a cast iron skillet. and threw in the
bacon.
When he had finished eating his breakfast. he left the dirty dishes on the
table and walked into the living room. He sat down in his favorite--and his only-chair. It was covered with a dirty green material that had faded and worn over
the years. Except for a sofa with a leg missing, it was the only piece offurniture
in the room.
Directly across the room was another sheet hiding the multitudes of
cobwebs between it nad the window. Jonathon stared at the sheet which had
begun to glow with the sun rising ever the Appalachian Mountains. Without any
warning of any kind Jonathon rose from his throne and went to the sofa to get
his jacket where he had carelessly thrown it the night before. He headed for his
truck.
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Jonathon seemed undaunted by the chill that had made its way over the
mountains. He climbed into the cab of his '68 Chevy pickup. started it with only
the turn of the key. and drove toward the highway. Not once during this time did
he take a moment to look back at his house. It was not because he was ashamed
of it; he had no reason to be. It was like most of the houses in the hollow. It had
wood siding with cracking peeling white paint and green roll roofing.
The truck forged its way through a creek, since bridges were reserved for
rivers and gorges and the like. The road conditions improved somewhat as he
turned on to the main drag. Even so. the over-weighted coal trucks kept pot holes
prevalent in strategic locations.
Tommy Gunther lived about a mile from the turn off. Each day Jonathon
would pick him up and give hima ridetothe mine and each afternoon return him
there. All Jonathon knew about Tom, he had heard from Tom directly. Jonathon
did not like gossip and turned down his hearing whenever it started. He did know
that Tom lived with his parents and even though he was twenty-two, they still
kept a tight leash on him. Unlike most people in Ctav County. Tom had a high
school degree. His father had also been a coal miner before being struck down
with black lung disease. a common affliction that cripples for life. Although he
was eligible for workman's compensation, he did not receive it because the
doctor charged a service fee of a hundred dollars for filling out the forms. His
mother tried to support the family by cleaning the rich people's houses in
Manchester.
As for Tom. he was tall and lanky, but still fairly muscular. He had long
blonde hair and deep blue eyes, obviously from a Celtic background. But Tom
had one characteristic that could not be denied--he loved to talk.
"Hi. Jonathon,"

he said as he slammed the door shut. "What's

new?"

"Oh, nothing much. What's new with you?"
"About the same. Went to town last night but other than that. nothing much
has happened 'round here. 'Course nothin' ever does. "If a woman went to town.
it meant that she went shopping; but if a man went. he went tothe town's one
bar. Jonathon didn't like to "go to town" because-wen. wttat was town anvwav,
he thught. lt just meant a bunch of loud-mouths bragging about their sex lives. or
how much they could drink. or how they could whip anybody around. Jonathon
didn't like to be around alot of people. especially when it was like that.
"Janet was there last night,"

Tom said.

"Oh really?"
"Yeh.1 tell ya. she sure is one good lockin' bitch.ljustwish
she would go out
with me. It's not that ...well. I mean," Tom was flustered. "It's just that she's
always been real nice to me and everything."
The two rode on for while before Tom broke the silence. "Hey. Jonathon,
can I ask you a personal question? Have you ever been married?"
"Now Tom, "replied
marry you. are you?"

Jonathon,

"you aren't thinking about asking Janet to

"No, I was just wondertn' ...
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"Well, the answer is 'no',"
"How

comer'

Tom turned his head to look at him.

"Oh. I don't know. I guess I never felt close enough to a girl to make
something permanent out of it," He paused and then added, "Does that answer
your question for you?"
"Yeh. I guess so." Tom folded his arms across his chest and leaned back in
his seat.
A coal truck passed by them going in the other direction. Had Jonathon not
been experienced at driving in a mining town, the truck would have forced him
off the road. The drivers were paid thirty dollars a run and the more runs they
made, the bigger their paycheck was at the end of the month. The average speed
of the trucks was about sixty-five miles an hour--twenty
over what was
considered to be safe.
As Jonathon pulled into the mine's parking lot, the weight of the truck
caused the gravel and stray coal to pop and crunch beneath the tires, He parked
with all the other vehicles in the place the other miners referred to as the used
car lot. Jonathon called it the parking lot. As the two men slammed the doors to
the cab, two other men called out to them from a few feet away. "Mornin"
Jonathon, Tom." Jonathon and Tom returned the greetings.
Everyone in the mine knew each other and each other's business. Even so,
the miners seemed to Jonathon to be afraid of making friends. This was most
likely due, he had concluded, to the fact that the chance of losing friends was
increased with the number of friends a person had. Even so, Jonathon had
known everyone who had died in that mine since he took his job there almost
fifteen year ago.
The entrance to the mine would have reminded a tourist of a cave-bur no
tourists ever came. They preferred the more modern mining facilities. Inside it
was dark. The blackness of the coal absorbed the light that trickled in from the
opening and from the naked light bulbs overhead. Jonathon thought that the
mine almost gave the expression of a large dark mouth with light bulbs for teeth
and a track for a tongue, It seemed to swallow each man who entered and, if he
was lucky, threw him back out in rejection--much
like a five-year-old
with
squash.
Just beyond the entrance was a small wooden building that the miners
referred to as the "shack," The men would come there every morning to punch
the time clock and to talk until it was time to go down into the mines,
Everyone exchanged greetings upon Jonathon and Tom's entrance. Jeremy
sat beside the antique coffee pot telling vulgar stories, Jonathon couldn't tell if
the stories were made up by Jeremy or if he had gotten them out of a book. He did
know that Jeremy knew five new ones every morning. Most of the men seemed
to enjoy the stories except for Jonathon and Tom who generally grabbed a cup of
coffee each and went outside. They would then stroll over to a large metal trash
can, a sort of outdoor Franklin stove that used wood scraps for fuel. It came in
handy on chilly mornings. It would not be long, thought Jonathon, before the
temperature would be dropping down into single numbers--which
it was prone
to do in the mountains of Appalachia.
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The two miners slowly sipped their coffee in silence until Tom finally broke
the silence. "That Jeremy Martin! I don't know where he gets those stories, but
they sure do disgust me. That's why I never stay in there and listen to 'em." That
made Jonathon smile. He knew that the reason that Tom didn't listen to them
was that he didn't listen to them, Tom was trying to impress Jonathon. And
Jonathon didn't listen to them because ...But he didn't like to talk about the
reason, or even think about it. It wasn't that he didn't want to face realitv-vit was
just that he faced it too often.
The whistle on top of the shack called the miners to work, Jonathon and
Tom finished the rest of their coffee and threw the empty styrophome cups into
the stove for them to melt. As they approached the entrance to the mine, they
came across Morris Simpson, Not caring for the name "Morris" too much, he
preferred to be called "Simpson." Even so many of the miners teased him about
his name. Jonathon was an exception, He never teased anyone about anything.
Simpson was a good natured man who rarely had a bad word for anyone. He
had a genuine concern for the safety of the miners and did what he could to
make things go as easily as he could. But he was also a hard worker that never
expected his mentodoanything
hewould not do. Jonathon liked this about him.
"Mornin', Simpson," called Jonathon and Tom,
"Momm'."
came the reply from the foreman, "Jonathon,
you for just a minute, if I could."

I need to talk to

"Sure. I'll see you in a minute, Tom"
"O.k." Tom walked off as if he had been rejected by his best friend.
Jonathon knew that this was a common attitude held by Tom and did not give
much thought to it,
"What's

up?" inquired Jonathon.

"You ain't seen the Tyler boys this morrun', have ya?" Recalling everyone he
had seen that morning, Jonathon shook his head from side to side. "Didn't think
so. They get later and later every mcrnin'. I don't know what I'm gonna do with
those two,"
"Why don't you get rid of them?" suggested Jonathon. "They cause more
problems than they're worth,"
"That sure is a surprise, Jonathon."
"What

is?"

"Your answer. I mean, its just that it doesn't sound right coming from vou.!
always thought you got along with ever'bodv." He paused. looked down, and
asked, "You really think I should?"
"No, I guess not," Jonathon conceded. He knew that he was trying to put off
trouble that was impossible to put off, "They're just immature. Just give them
some time. They'll grow up."
"I sure hope so, Do me a favor. will ya, and keep an eye on 'em for me, will
va? Maybe you can help 'em out a little even,like you did with Tom. By the way, I
really appreciate the time you've taken to be with Tom. He sure has grown up
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alot since he's started hanqin around wiht you."
"Sure." Jonathon looked at Simpson awkwardly
added, "Better be getting to work. See you later."

for a moment and then

"Have a good day." Simpson turned to walk back to the shack while
Jonathon headed for the mine.
Unlike most of the mine's workers, Jonathon felt at home in the mines. The
reason most people worked there was that this was the only place they could get
a job. It required no special skills ortraining. If it was at all possible, they would
work somewhere else. They knew that it was only a matter of time before a
person was trapped in the mine or was incapacitated by injuryor black lung, But
Jonathon did not mind; he felt right at home in the tunnel. But today he was
feeling a little uneasy. He reminded himself of his job and kept on working.
When the lunch whistle sounded, the Tyler boys were the first to come out
of the ground. Both hid to the right of the entrance to wait for Tom to appear.
When he did Wayne reached out and grabbed his hard-bat and tossed it to
George. "Here ya go, little brother! Come on, toss it back." The two
brothers began tossing the hat back a nd forth, playing keep-away from Tom.
Tom played right along with them, cursing at them and leaping in the air to
grab at his hat. "G'damnit! Give me back my damn hat!" He was thinking that
the cursing made him sound more forceful. but, in fact, it only worsened the
situation.
"Would ya listen at that talk?" mocked Wayne.
"Hard to believe it's cornin' from a friggin' queer!" Jonathon had been
watching all this from the mine entrance. He had been hoping that Tom would
take care of the situation himself. It was obvious that he couldn't ...And besides,
thought Jonathon, what was the sense in making this day of all days more
difficult than it all ready was--or was going to be. He came out of his hiding to
break the game up. "All right, George. that's enough. Come on, give him back his
hat." George was staring at Jonathon like a little boy who had just been caught
stealing a piece of penny candy from the corner drug store. Wayne was doing his
best to keep from breaking out in a fit of laughter. Jonathon was becoming
irritated. "Now," came the intense command.

"All right. All right. We was just haven' a little fun. Here ya go Tom." George
tossed the cap back to Tom.
"Yeah," agreed Wayne. "We didn't mean to upset ya or anything, did we
George?"
"No, no, of course not. We'll see v'all later on." The two walked off and
before long began laughing at the little exchange.
"On. those two make me so damn mad!" Tom reached down, picked up a
rock and slung it after them.
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"Hey, don't let those two get to you like that. You're just giving them what
they want. Ignore them. That's what I do when they start playing their little
games. Come on, let's go get our lunch from the truck.
"All right." Tom was still upset, but Jonathon had managed to cheer him up
a little.
Jonathon opened the passenger door and grabbed the two lunch pails. He
handed the newer one to Tom and kept the scarred one for himself. "What do
you say to eating over there in the grass today. I think its warmed up enough
from this morning. Don't you?" Tom nodded his head in agreement.
Jonathon led Tom to the other side of the used car lot to a small patch of
grass that surrounded a small oak tree that looked as if it had been put there by
mistake. Just as the two men reached the lunching spot, Jonathon suddenly
stopped. He turned to Tom. "You know what I did7I leh my thermos in the truck.
You go ahead and I'll join you in a minute." He turned to go.
"Wait a minute," Tom insisted. "I got enough coffee fer the two of us. You
don't need to go back."
"That's o.k.. Tom. It will only take me a minute. I don't mind-vbut
anyway. c.k.?"

thanks

"Sure. I just thought I'd jist save ya the trip." He went over to the patch of
dead grass and sat down. Behind him was an abandoned railroad track. A few
years ago, the trains had picked up the coal at the mine and then took it to its
destination. Jonathon almost smiled as he recalled the fight between Horace
Blackburn and the railroad company over what else but, money. Two weeks
later, he gave the trucking company exclusive rights to the truckers.
Tom had barely opened his lunch box when the Tyler boys approached
unseen from the rear. "Hive. Tornl" yelled Wayne as he sat beside Tom and put
his arm around him. Georgedid the same thing on the other side.
Remembering what Jonathon
come on, you two."

had said, Tom tried to laugh at them. "Aw,

"Hey, locka here Wayne," said George as he reached into Tom's lunch box,
"Tommy's mommy put him a twinkie in his lunch box. Now weren't that nice of
her."
"Now, that sure was. Va know something, George? I ain't had a twinkle in
years. I sure would like one right about now. And this one looks as good as any,
don't you think 507"
"Aw, come on. Give it back before I get mad."
"Whatcha gonna do," asked Wayne, "slap mer Tom made a grab for the
desert. "Whoa I Before you get this back, you're gonna have to do something in
return
That made Tom lose his cool. He stood up and hit Wayne in the stomach.
Before he had straightened up, he had pulled an erect switch-blade from his coat
pocket. "You better watch it, queer!"
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"I just want it back," pleaded Tom. Trying to ignore the switch-blade. Tom
once again made a lunge for the twinkle. in Wayne's left hand. Wayne twisted
around. slicing Tom across his gut. Tom backed away, grabbed his stomach, and
fell on to his side.
Not realizing
what
had just occured. George was still laughing
uncontrolably. Wayne was staring at Tom in disbelief "Hey, what's wrong,
Wayne?" Suddenly he realized what had happened. He stopped laughing.
Wayne looked as if he were about to throw up. "Ob my God." He took a step in
Tom's direction. "Come on, we gotta get outa here." Wayne stood frozen. "Come
onl" George tugged his brother in the direction of the truck.
Just after they left, Jonathon walked up to Tom without the thermos. He
knealt down beside him. Then without any apparent effort, he put his arms
around him and held him next to his body. "I'm sorryaboutthis Tom. I'm sorry as
hell this had to happen, but it did. There was nothing I could do to stop it from
happening. I'm sorry. There was nothing I could have done. Nothing." He held
the boy closer. He didn't care that Tom's blood was soiling his jacket.
"Hey, Jonathonl" It was Simpson. He was in a hurry to speak to Jonathon.
"Was that the Tyler boys who jist left? Where they gain' in such .:" His eyes
caught Tom. "What's wrong with Tom." He looked down at the lifeless body. He
could not speak--only stare.
The work day was cancelled for Blackford Mines. All the men left, taken
aback by what had just occured. Jonathon was the first to leave.
The news had not gotten to Manchester before Jonathon. He could tell by
the people in the street. When a mining accident happened, a person could tell.
Nobody could exactly put their finger on how town was different-cit just was. The
town was as crowded as usual. Pick-up trucks were scattered everywhere,
mixed in with a Rolls-Royce here and there.
Just before the turn off what led to the hollow where Jonathon lived was
Kelsey's Grocery Shop. Kelsey was a big woman with orange hair and no front
teeth. Jonathon knew that Kelsey had been in love with him for more than ten
years since she opened the store, but he let that go. He never responded to her
little hints or her obvious body language.
He shifted into park and cut the engine. Kelsey greeted him as he came in
the door. "Afternoon Jonathon."
"Hello Kelsey," He wandered through the aisles, picking up only what he
needed and tossing the articles into the shopping cart. When he had finished, he
pulled the cart along side the check-out counter and unloaded it. There were the
usual things such as eggs, butter, milk, hamburger meat, salt.
"You sure are off early today. I usually don 't see you 'til after dark-- 'specially
since it started gettin' darker earlier now," Jonathon remained silent. "Say,
what you doin'home so early anyway? There weren't no accident, were there?"
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"Yes. there was, Kelsey."
"Anybody

hurt?"

"Tom was shot to death this morning."
"Tommy Gunther? Wasn't that your friend that rode with you toworkall
time?"

the

"That was the one."
"l'rn sorry to hear that Jonathon.
his ma and pa. huh?"

guess you were the one who had to tell

J

"No. that is not my job." He picked up his packages and headed fer the door.
Kelsey stopped him before he had a chance to leave.
"Just what is your job. Jonathon?"
"I work for Blackford Mines, Kelsey. That's all. I just work for Blackford
Mines."
With the groceries put away. Jonathon sat down in his throne. He looked at
the sheet over the window. The glow was beginning to fade away.
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Confession
by Bob Chamberlain
The order of worship here is taken from "The Reconciliation
of a Penitent" in the Proposed Book of Common Prayer: and
Administration
of the Sacriments and Other Rites and
Ceremonies of the Church. New York: Seabury Press, 1977.
(Priest on stage. Enter Penitent)
Penitent:

Bless me, for I have sinned.

Priest:

The Lord be in your heart and upon your lips that you may truly and
humbly confess your sins: In the Name of the Father, andofthe Son,
and of the Holy Spirit. Amen.

Penitent:

I confess to Almighty God, to his Church, and to you, that I have
sinned by my own fault in thought, word and deed, in things done
and lest undone; especially the sin of mediocrity. For these and all
other sins which I cannot now remember, I am truly sorry. I pray God
to have mercy on me. I firmly intend amendment of life, and I humbly
beg forgiveness of God and his Church, and ask you for counsel,
direction, and absolution.

Priest:

Mediocrityl What type of sin is mediocrity that you feeJ it worthy of
confession?

Penitent:

I feel that by not working, playing, living my life to its fullest possible
extent I have committed a mostgrevioussin.
All of my life I have used
my abilities just to the extent to which they enabled me to avoid the
precipice. Don't you understand? I have never done anything
wholehearted in my entire life. Oh. I've been successful. I live in a
disgustingly high rent neighborhood in a typically affluent fifteen
room house with a rubico tennis court in the back yard. Jam in the
upper income tax bracket, belong to a country club, and see a
psychiatrist. But it doesn't matter a bit don't you see? I coasted to it
all. I never worked a day in my life.

Priest:

Your trappings of success are enviable->-

Penitent:

But not to me. A cloistered monk, a hermit who lives in a cave, a guru
sitting on a foreboding mountain top has more life than I, because
they have taken life by the ears and ridden it for all of its worth. By
their intensity of life they put me to shame.

Priest:

But, perhaps you are too hard on yourself. The examples you
mentioned are unusual people, intense people, certainly. They do
what they do best to the best of their abilities. They serve themselves
in the best way that they can. But not everyone can do what they do,
can live with their intensity. Many are frail and would burn
themselves out if they tried to live at such a fever pitch. Howdo you
know if you could have lived at such a rate of energy?
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Penitent:

Because of the ease with which I have lived and accomplished
everything in my life. There have been no conflicts. I was born, I went
to school, I received position, I achieved success, and it was all so
effortless, so easy. If it were so easy for me to succeed I should have
made it harder. If there were no conflicts then I should have created
some. I should have never spent a moment bored, I should never
have just sat and stagnated, but I did. Of everything in my life that
was by far the easiest to do.

Priest:

And yet, mediocrity is relative from person to person. To someone
else your accomplishments
would seem to be enormous by
comparison with his or her own. Some could never have achieved
what you have achieved or even come close to it, and through no
fault of their own. They might not lack the desire or the will, but the
ability. You should take comfort in your ability.

Penitent:

But it is a largely unused ability. I cannot speak for other people: what
they have, what they use, what they accomplish. We are all different
and our diversity is probably our greatest human .attnbute. But for
myself, I should have excelled. I should have gone far beyond even
what I have achieved now. I should have done my best, which might
have been better than one person's or worse than someone else's
but it would have been mine. Only doing my best in what I.
personally, do best would have been satisfactory.

Priest:

But no one really lives up to his potentiality all of the time. Even the
examples you mentioned have moments of indecision and
uncertainty. Everyone attempts to achieve a certain amount of
comfort with as little of an expenditure of energy as possible. You are
no exception to the rule, no better or worse than any man. Blast!
Everyone is mediocre.

Penitent:

And that is the lamest excuse of them all, and shows the great
human flaw. Man will do what man has to do when man hastodo it,
so potentiality never achieves actuality, for the simple reason that it
does not have to achieve it. Such is the case but such should not be
the case. We should all strive, beconsumed and unless I am then we
never can be. It is enough that I should and it is all that I can do.
Therefore, I desire absolution, and I resolve to sin no more.

Priest:

Very well. Our lord Jesus Christ who has left power to his church to
absolve all sinners who truly repent and believe in him, of his great
mercy forgive you all your offences; and by his authority committed
to me, I absolve you from aUyour sins. In the name of the Father, and
of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. The lord has put away all
your sins.

Penitent:
Priest

Thanks be to God.
Go in peace, and pray for me, a sinner.
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Penitent:
Priest:

Thank you. (exit)
Curious, and yet that young man.with his fear of mediocrity, has
more energy and life in himself than r have ever had in me. J, too,
have been mediocre, even more than he. But, even as my life has
touched him and helped him to share his sin, perhaps, just perhaps,
enough of his life has touched me to help me overcome the burden of
my Sin. After all. pointless though it IS, unless t strive, we nevercan.

(Enter 2nd penitent)
Penitent:

Bless me, for I have sinned.
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